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Investor protection and education – helping citizens take
care of their money – is one of the various roles of the
Indiana secretary of state. As part of a larger Indiana
Investment Watch initiative, Todd Rokita is reaching out

to college seniors through a program titled, “Living on Your
Own: A Crash Course in Cash.”

“We’ve amassed a pretty good record of getting the bad
apples, the people who separate us from our investment dollars,”
Rokita states. “But when our office gets to those bad apples,
that money is already put back into the stream of commerce.
We often can’t get that money back. 

“Let’s get in front of that, before they call and say, ‘I lost
my money to a scam artist.’ If we can do that,” he continues,
“that will save Hoosiers money – exponentially more than the
fines we collect.”

Students at all levels are key targets in the efforts to increase
financial literacy. Doing the targeting are groups that include
Networks Financial Institute (NFI), the Indiana Council for
Economic Education, the JumpStart Coalition, Junior Achievement,
Indiana Financial Literacy Coalition (including the Indiana CPA
Society, Indiana Bankers Association, Internal Revenue Service
and others), credit unions and more.

BizVoice® examined the issue in-depth in January/February
2004. Those working in the field say that progress is taking place.

“There’s a lot of crossover between the groups, but there’s
so much work to do. No one has any turf issues,” asserts David
Godsted, director of outreach with NFI (affiliated with Indiana
State University), which advocates for change at both the state
and federal levels. “In Indiana, it’s a very positive environment,
unique from other states.”

Rokita adds that there is collaboration among the various
efforts. As long as the work is not duplicative, which he hasn’t
seen thus far, he encourages “more and more groups to come
on board” to broaden the outreach.

In the schools
Many initiatives are targeted at high school and middle

schools students. REGIONAL Federal
Credit Union in Hammond operates
five student-run branches in area schools.
The student members can make deposits
and withdrawals, as well as take advantage
of a Power Pay program that includes
parents in loan transactions of up to
$300. Savings and money management
skills are among the benefits. Student
workers also learn about cash handling,
confidentiality and professionalism in
the workplace.

Portage High School has been the site of a student credit
branch since 1990. REGIONAL added four more schools in
2006, with expansion scheduled for the next school year.
Lafayette and Marion are among other communities benefiting
from credit union-school partnerships. 

Exchange City® and Finance Park™ are popular Junior
Achievement programs. NFI’s Money Bus is a mobile financial
literacy classroom reaching a different audience.

Government action
Godsted reports that changes are taking place rapidly at the

federal level. The U.S. Financial Literacy Education Commission
has brought together a number of federal departments and agencies.

“They conducted regular hearings. They probed the issues,
asked experts to come in to discuss how the federal government
should approach this,” he relates. “That national strategy (released
in late 2006) has become a bit of a blueprint for how the nation
might move forward. A summit (in December) was to look at how
we might integrate this into the curriculum of school systems.”

State government is also taking notice, Godsted adds, with
Rep. Matt Bell (R-Avilla) introducing a bill for the first time in
2006 that would have promoted financial literacy standards in
the schools. NFI hopes to continue the legislative efforts this year.

The mission is too important to stop or even slow down,
both Rokita and Godsted contend.

“I was caught off guard and my jaw dropped when looking
at the lack of knowledge in this financial literacy area,” Rokita
offers. “Depending on what study you are looking at, the saving
rate for Americans is from 2% to minus 2%. The Chinese save
40% of what they make. They are our competitors now. We
have to reindoctrinate savings back into our culture.”

The scope of the various outreach programs is to be
commended, Godstead believes, but he says, “I’m not sure
everybody is being served. There are many rural communities
in this state. We have to be careful that we reach them. We’re
all constrained by resources. We’re doing a fraction of what we
could do. There’s the potential to serve thousands of kids.”
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Financial Literacy Initiatives Continue to Target Students
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Student workers assist customers in opening
their accounts at one of the REGIONAL Federal
Credit Union student-run branches.




